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1: Loss of Freedom and Liberty: The Invisible Slavery of Sin | End Times Prophecy Report
Loss Of Freedom Quotes Quotes tagged as "loss-of-freedom" (showing of 5) "Those rabbits stopped fighting the
system, because it was easier to take the loss of freedom, to forget what it was like before the fence kept them in, than
to be out there in the world struggling to find shelter and food.

American freedom is in grave danger. When our young college students do not believe in the same values that
we have grown to love and cherish, we risk losing our freedom when these students grow up and enter the
working force. These young folks will be our lawmakers, our lawyers, our judges, our policemen, our doctors,
our teachers, our politicians, and our professors. These young folks will be making decisions based on their
inherent liberal values, values which condone the obstruction of any and all speech that does not match their
ideology. These values also include using violence to enforce this obstruction and to achieve their political
objectives. America, we are in danger of becoming a fascist country due to this intolerance. I believe, though,
that we can prepare to fight back against this fanatical, destructive, liberal ideology. Children need to study the
constitution. Children need to hear that their views are valid and should not be suppressed because someone
does not agree with them. As parents, grandparents, and caregivers, it necessary that we instill these values
into our young ones so that they have the power and tools to undo the destruction that the current liberal young
folks are wreaking on this country. Please, do not rely on the school system to teach your children an objective
view of how our government, our constitution, and how our country in general operates. This needs to be done
by YOU and only you. If you do not have a copy of the constitution in your household, please obtain a copy.
Begin teaching your children and grandchildren those key values that helped shape America. And most
definitely, sleep with one eye open when you send your children to school and college. Have open and honest
discussions with your children. Allow them to tell you what is discussed in school and among friends. Build a
good relationship with them so that they will come to you when someone is suppressing their rights, and give
them the tool of facts and truth so that they can ultimately defend themselves if you are not available. I
understand that we have built a work based society and time is a factor, but all it takes is a few minutes every
night before bed to explain to your children the concept of true freedom and to explain how our government
works. If we, as Americans, lose our ability to express ourselves freely, we will inevitably lose freedom itself.
It will only be a matter of time before the rest of our lives are dictated and controlled. We need to raise
Americans to fight back against the fascist regime of liberal thought that suppresses each and every American
that dares to disagree. It begins with our youth, and we are going to need strong, intelligent youth to go against
the modern liberal ideology that is destroying America one sentence at a time. Take heed Americans, we are
already in a civil war and our freedom is at stake. Please take this seriously and pledge that you will teach your
children the truth. Our future depends on it.
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2: A net loss of freedom | David Miller | Opinion | The Guardian
Ten ways Americans have lost their freedom is coordinating the loss of union rights for public employees. Governors
and legislators are using budget shortfalls created by corporate misbehavior.

Speech is being balkanized into prohibited and permitted areas by redefining speech in terms of its social
impact. Increasingly, it seems that the West is re-discovering the tranquility that comes with forced silence.
What is fascinating is that this trend is based on principles of tolerance and pluralism â€” once viewed as the
values underlying free speech. While most people still enjoy considerable freedom of expression, this right,
once a near-absolute, has become less defined and less dependable for those espousing controversial social,
political or religious views. The decline of free speech has come not from any single blow but rather from
thousands of paper cuts of well-intentioned exceptions designed to maintain social harmony. In the face of the
violence that frequently results from anti-religious expression, some world leaders seem to be losing their
patience with free speech. This was evident in recent days when courts in Washington and New York ruled
that transit authorities could not prevent or delay the posting of a controversial ad that says: District Judge
Rosemary Collyer said the government could not bar the ad simply because it could upset some Metro riders,
the ruling prompted calls for new limits on such speech. The much-misconstrued statement of Justice Oliver
Wendell Holmes that free speech does not give you the right to shout fire in a crowded theater is now being
used to curtail speech that might provoke a violence-prone minority. Speech is blasphemous This is the oldest
threat to free speech, but it has experienced something of a comeback in the 21st century. After protests
erupted throughout the Muslim world in over Danish cartoons depicting the prophet Muhammad, Western
countries publicly professed fealty to free speech, yet quietly cracked down on anti-religious expression.
Religious critics in France, Britain, Italy and other countries have found themselves under criminal
investigation as threats to public safety. In France, actress and animal rights activist Brigitte Bardot has been
fined several times for comments about how Muslims are undermining French culture. And just last month, a
Greek atheist was arrested for insulting a famous monk by making his name sound like that of a pasta dish. In
Britain, for instance, a year-old girl was arrested two years ago for burning a Koran. Western governments
seem to be sending the message that free speech rights will not protect you â€” as shown clearly last month by
the images of Nakoula Basseley Nakoula, the YouTube filmmaker, being carted away in California on
suspicion of probation violations. Dutch politician Geert Wilders went through years of litigation before he
was acquitted last year on charges of insulting Islam by voicing anti-Islamic views. In the Netherlandsand
Italy, cartoonists and comedians have been charged with insulting religion through caricatures or jokes. Even
the Obama administration supported the passage of a resolution in the U. Human Rights Council to create an
international standard restricting some anti-religious speech its full name: Speech is hateful In the United
States, hate speech is presumably protected under the First Amendment. However, hate-crime laws often
redefine hateful expression as a criminal act. Thus, in , the Supreme Court addressed the conviction of a
Virginia Ku Klux Klan member who burned a cross on private land. While the conviction was vacated, the
intention factor was a distinction without meaning, since the state can simply cite the intimidating history of
that symbol. Other Western nations routinely bar forms of speech considered hateful. Speakers are often called
to answer for their divisive or insulting speech before bodies like the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal. This
month, a Canadian court ruled that Marc Lemire, the webmaster of a far-right political site, could be punished
for allowing third parties to leave insulting comments about homosexuals and blacks on the site. Many
Western countries have extended such laws to public statements deemed insulting or derogatory to any group,
race or gender. For example, in a closely watched case last year, a French court found fashion designer John
Galliano guilty of making discriminatory comments in a Paris bar, where he got into a cursing match with a
couple using sexist and anti-Semitic terms. Though he faced up to six months in jail, he was fined. In Canada,
comedian Guy Earle was charged with violating the human rights of a lesbian couple after he got into a
trash-talking session with a group of women during an open-mike night at a nightclub. Ironically, while some
religious organizations are pushing blasphemy laws, religious individuals are increasingly targeted under
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anti-discrimination laws for their criticism of homosexuals and other groups. In , a minister in Canada was not
only forced to pay fines for uttering anti-gay sentiments but was also enjoined from expressing such views in
the future. Speech is deceitful In the United States, where speech is given the most protection among Western
countries, there has been a recent effort to carve out a potentially large category to which the First Amendment
would not apply. While we have always prosecuted people who lie to achieve financial or other benefits, some
argue that the government can outlaw any lie, regardless of whether the liar secured any economic gain. Bush
in , which made it a crime for people to lie about receiving military honors. The Supreme Court struck it down
this year, but at least two liberal justices, Stephen Breyer and Elena Kagan, proposed that such laws should
have less of a burden to be upheld as constitutional. If the government can define what is a lie, it can define
what is the truth. For example, in February the French Supreme Court declared unconstitutional a law that
made it a crime to deny the Armenian genocide by Turkey â€” a characterization that Turkey steadfastly
rejects. The impact of government limits on speech has been magnified by even greater forms of private
censorship. For example, most news organizations have stopped showing images of Muhammad, though they
seem to have no misgivings about caricatures of other religious figures. The very right that laid the foundation
for Western civilization is increasingly viewed as a nuisance, if not a threat. Whether speech is deemed
inflammatory or hateful or discriminatory or simply false, society is denying speech rights in the name of
tolerance, enforcing mutual respect through categorical censorship. As in a troubled marriage, the West seems
to be falling out of love with free speech. Unable to divorce ourselves from this defining right, we take refuge
instead in an awkward and forced silence. Washington Post Sunday October 14, Share this:
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3: Loss Of Freedom Quotes (5 quotes)
American freedom is in grave danger. When our young college students do not believe in the same values that we have
grown to love and cherish, we risk losing our freedom when these students grow up and enter the working force.

What about the hordes of immigrant refugees that flock across our borders, do they have a desire to embrace
the goals set down by the Founding Fathers or are these principles foreign to their mindset? Freedom is a
concept that has many meaning to different peoples. However, the essence of historic and traditional freedom
is always consistent with the way the individual is treated by the government that claims jurisdiction over their
citizenship. Today, being a legal citizen matters little in a society that refuses to defend its borders and opens
the floodgates to aliens who have as much in common with descendants of the original thirteen colonies as a
transplant from a different galaxy. Freedom shares the same definition as obscenity. Sadly, society pushes the
former, while extinguishing the latter. Expressing doubt regarding prospects for a better future is significant. If
the chances for upward mobility are bleak, the unwashed masses will do little to clean up the social, political
and economic system and demand that the country returns to an opportunity society. Snyder uses the same
Gallop Poll in his essay. Our liberties and freedoms are eroding with each passing day, and most Americans
simply do not care. How you react to the litany of lost freedoms tells more about you than any poll will ever
say about the current attitudes. The glass half full has become a mug with a broken bottom. Here is the
challenge for any person who claims to calls themselves an American. If you can live with the tyrannical
destruction of individual legal protections, encapsulated within the NDAA draconian despotism, respond with
your argument and justification. Our position is clear and emphatic. Yet the establishment half-truths from that
same Gallop Poll would have you believe: Many Americans continue to lack confidence in the economy and
see it as one of the biggest problems facing the country. Compared with the days after the economic recession,
Americans are feeling better about the national economy, spending habits in the U. Review the business
articles on Negotium and Corporatocracy for case studies on the numerous assaults upon genuine free
enterprise, from crony capitalism and collectivist statism. More closely to the truth, Gallop continues:
Perceived widespread corruption in the U. Americans not only feel that the U. Still, the public has not
achieved a critical mass of outrage and while dissatisfaction is growing, rebellion now characterized as an act
of terror, is not an option for most lethargic vassals. The apathy of contaminated water comes from a much
deeper cause than just fluoridated additives. The responsibility of civic duty does not mean blind obedience,
especially when Bill of Right guarantees are routinely swept away. Often the popular culture treats civil
liberties as the sole dimension of the left. This treatment ignores the actual foundation for individual freedom
that is rooted in Conservative Civil Liberties. All the confusion about authentic conservatism and the
misleading emphasis that civil liberties are the bailiwick of progressives, ignore the intellectual underpinnings
of the traditional defenders of our heritage. Take the time to examine the long record of betrayal. So why do
the vast majority accept the loss of freedom? Simply put, most Americans are cowards. Yes, the majority
prove they are stupid by choice, but how do you explain when someone understands the depraved application
of illicit authority and does nothing to resist? Fear of reprisals is an incomplete answer for those who want to
find an easy way out of confronting the lack of self-respect in the hearts and souls of anyone who just sits back
and watches the uninterrupted march into oblivion. The correct viewpoint against the supremacy of the state,
cited by Edward H. Just read the Varying Verity topic on. Government can never be tamed without continuous
confrontation. The State never raises the level of freedom for they are in the business of maintaining control.
People create freedom when they defy the seducement of the charlatan, posing as a public benefactor. Civic
institutions project the illusion of security and stability, for the mere price of surrendering personal freedom. A
believer in authentic Public Service, independent business interests were pursued in the private sector. As a
small business owner and entrepreneur, several successful ventures expanded opportunities for customers and
employees. Speculation in markets, and international business investments, allowed for extensive travel and a
world view for commerce. He is retired and lives with his wife in a rural community. It starts within yourself
and is achieved only with your sincere desire to face Reality. He is really an ordinary man just like you, who
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invites you to join in on this journey. Visit his website at http:
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4: loss of freedom | Virginia Gun Rights
Such loss in freedom is self-evident, under corrupt bipartisan administrations for decades, which has become the rule.
Still, the public has not achieved a critical mass of outrage and while dissatisfaction is growing, rebellion now
characterized as an act of terror, is not an option for most lethargic vassals.

It features close to ten thousand profiles of think tanks, lobbying organisations and those associated with them.
The profile of Meleagrou-Hitchens, a year old thinktanker and blogger , detailed his work for American and
British rightwing and neoconservative thinktanks, blogs and magazines, and his particular interest in Islam.
They gave no reason, and when we queried the decision, they responded: When we declined to remove the
page, the site was closed down. We do not know precisely why Meleagrou-Hitchens objected to the page.
According to Hugh Muir, Meleagrou-Hitchens did ask for the profile to be taken down, although he did not
say that anything in it was defamatory. We wrote to Meleagrou-Hitchens to ask for his reasons, but he has not,
as yet, replied. However, the page did report claims about his role in attacking allegedly "Islamist"
organisations. We reported that that the "properties" of the Word file containing the briefing listed Alexander
Meleagrou-Hitchens as its author. Neither is this the first time that Policy Exchange has been involved in a
questionable approach to the debate about Islam. The complainant Sagit Yehoshua is a terrorism researcher
whose research has involved interviewing jailed Palestinians. Due to the uncertainty over the alleged
defamation, we removed the page, hoping to get clarity from the company. If such an approach were taken
either online or in print journalism, that would signal the end of the possibility of independent journalism. Our
site can, indeed, be controversial for those who appear on it, which is part of the point. Some of the
organisations and individuals we focus on go to great lengths to evade transparency. If we were to please all
our critics, we would not have a site at all. Meleagrou-Hitchens seems only to have been demanding his
individual page be removed, yet the company decided to shut down the entire site. We are transparent about
we do, and our sources of funding. We only use information in the public domain or that unearthed by
standard investigative enquiries. All our pieces are authored rather than anonymous â€” in marked contrast to
the approach taken by some of our critics. We offer a right of reply and will correct factual inaccuracies
whenever we discover them or they are brought to our attention. That our research can be arbitrarily wiped
from the internet on the say-so of one disgruntled individual raises questions not only about online free speech
and censorship, but journalism as we know it.
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5: Loss of Freedom | End of Days Prophesy
Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn't pass it to our children in the bloodstream. It
must be fought for, protected, and handed on for them to do the same.

And so, you withdraw, back away or want to escape. Have you ever reflected on the purpose of Bachelor or
Bachelorette parties? In the USA it is a common tradition that friends of the male and female respectively
throw a party for each before the wedding. It would appear the underlying message is: You are getting married
and tying the knot â€” a very interesting choice of words! Although a couple often anticipates the marriage
with positive expectations and celebrates the wedding, the underlying thought is; my life will be much much
different. For some, I believe it is carried a little further. My very self will be shoved away and aside. Of
course, most do not entertain these thoughts before the marriage. Although my experience in premarital
counseling tells me that more have these thoughts than most know. Another dilemma for the newly married
couple is observing the married people around them. They often observe married couples who struggle. They
have friends who recently married describe the frustration and conflict they encounter. The marriages that
struggle and endure with pain far outnumber those they observe that offer life and health to the couple. Reality
indicates to them that just perhaps marriage will be difficult. They do perfectly what married couples are to do.
By looking at them interact; you would never know they have problems. However, intuitively such a couple
often seems fairly plastic and contrived. They play the roles of a happily married couple, but each person
seems to lack the spark which comes from being accepted as a fully unique person in that marriage. They
seem to have lost their humanity. Good sex and intimacy will die the longer we are married, is another latent
belief. The advent of children, the pressures of vocation and intrusion of a number of factors will dull the
senses. At some point you will be too tired, too overwhelmed and too busy to have good sex. You will lose
passion, excitement and spontaneity as you give to your spouse, children, work and community. The
underlying fear seeps through; I will lose more in this marital process than I personally will gain. A word of
hope: Marriage can be an environment in which freedom, fun, excitement, spontaneity is cultivated. This
unlearning that loss of freedom and your personal self takes particular shifts in thinking that can get you on the
road to see your relationship with your significant other as a means to enhance your personal freedom. I offer
extensive help for implementing these shifts at www.
6: The Loss of Freedom: Different Types of Human Trafficking | The Borgen Project
(NaturalNews) Are you stressed and angry about the loss of personal freedom and rights in the United States? A lot of
Americans are genuinely disturbed these days. In fact, if you aren't sleeping through life, you have good reason to be
upset.

7: Quotes Loss Of Freedom. QuotesGram
The Loss of Freedom in Modern America Society exists in two realms: public and private. Thousands of years ago, the
public realm was clearly defined as the political arena, where men interacted one with another, and the private realm
dwelled among the work and labor of man.

8: If You Donâ€™t Think Americans Have Lost Our Freedoms, READ THIS | Washington's Blog
Loss of Freedom in The Giver The Giver, a book written by Lois Lowry, questioned my ideas, thoughts and beliefs. The
novel describes an ideal society, in which everything is supposed to be perfect, with all life's problems solved.

9: Marriage and Loss of Freedom | Break Free from the Affair
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In this video, Naomi Wolf, author of Give Me Liberty: A Handbook for American Revolutionaries, discusses some truly
disturbing facts: a political coup has occurred that few are even conscious of, and even fewer know how to deal with,
simply because we believe "it can't happen in America.".
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